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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Report provides a long-term perspective on the State’s fiscal outlook under a range of
scenarios. It covers a 15-year projection period that includes the 2020-21 Budget and the
associated three years of Forward Estimates 1.
The Report has been prepared in accordance with section 14A of the Charter of Budget
Responsibility Act 2007 (the Act). The Act requires the Secretary of the Department of Treasury
and Finance to prepare a report on the long-term sustainability of the State’s finances. The Report
is to be prepared no later than five years after the date of the previous report. The Act requires
the report to have specific regard to:
•

the policies of the Government; and

•

the financial impact of anticipated changes to the demographics of Tasmania.

In April 2016, the Department of Treasury and Finance published the first Tasmanian Government
Fiscal Sustainability Report (2016 Report) and this Report was subsequently tabled in both Houses
of Parliament.
A “supplementary” Fiscal Sustainability Report was published in October 2019. The 2019 Report
was prepared to clarify outcomes from the 2016 Report and also introduced different measures
of fiscal sustainability.

Approach
This Report considers the longer-term sustainability of the State’s finances under four different
revenue and expenditure growth scenarios. This approach is consistent with the 2019 Report and
will enable comparisons to be made between the two reports. However, it is not directly
comparable with the 2016 Report as a different approach was used for the preparation of that
report.
Fiscal sustainability measures
In this Report the measures used to assess fiscal sustainability are the same as those used in the
2019 Report and are consistent with measures used in the State Budget. These measures are:
•

Net Operating Balance;

•

Fiscal Balance; and

•

Australian Bureau of Statistics’ (ABS) Government Finance Statistics (GFS) Net Debt (Net
Debt).

Consistent with the 2019 Report, the calculation of Net Debt in this Report is based on ABS GFS
Net Debt. Further detail on the method for calculating Net Debt is included in Attachment 2 to
this Report.
Updated financial data from the 2020-21 Revised Estimates Report released in February 2021, the April 2021
Pre-Election Financial Outlook Report, or the 2021-22 Australian Government Budget released in May 2021 have
not been used. This is discussed in more detail in Attachment 1.
1
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Projection methodology
The projections in this Report are prepared for the General Government Sector, which is
consistent with the scope of the State Budget.
The projections are based on the same scenarios of revenue and expenditure projections used
in the 2019 Report. These are:
•

Historical Trends;

•

Forward Estimates;

•

High Expenditure; and

•

Low Revenue.

The scenarios are designed to examine the sustainability of the State’s finances into the future,
under different circumstances, noting:
•

the projections are not forecasts, in that they are not intended to be predictions of future
outcomes;

•

the scenarios present four possible outcomes that are based on the assumption that there
is no policy intervention by the State Government; and

•

none of the scenarios are considered more or less likely to eventuate than the others.

In summary, the key aspects of the projection methodology adopted in this Report are:
•

all scenarios use 2020-21 Budget and Forward Estimates data for the first four years and
then project from 2024-25;

•

data presented in this Report are in nominal terms, that is, they reflect the actual value in
the year that they are reported;

•

data in this Report are presented on an accrual accounting basis, consistent with the
Treasurer’s Annual Financial Reports (TAFR) and Budget Financial Statements;

•

historical data presented in the TAFR have been used to assist in the development of
projections;

•

revenue is categorised on the same basis as in the TAFR and expenditure is categorised
consistent with the ABS Classification of the Functions of Government - Australia
(COFOG-A), which is used for government financial reporting;

•

data from the more recent 2020-21 Revised Estimates Report (RER), the April 2021
Pre-Election Financial Outlook Report (PEFO) or 2021-22 Australian Government Budget
have not been used, as these documents do not present expenditure in the detailed
COFOG-A format. However, high level analysis has been undertaken of the impact on
the projections of more recent data included in the RER and PEFO, and is included in
Attachment 1; and

•

similarly, it has not been possible to model the impacts of the 2021 State election
commitments, as the election costings do not align with the COFOG-A categories.
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Impact of demographic change
Consistent with subsection 1(b) of section 14A of the Act, this Report takes account of “the
financial impact of anticipated changes to the demographics of Tasmania”.
While Tasmania’s ageing population and its higher prevalence of the population with chronic
disease and multiple health conditions will have an impact on the growth in health costs, the
primary driver of growth in health expenditure is more likely to be non-demographic factors such
as technological improvements leading to improved health services, usually at a higher cost, and
increased demand for those services.
While over the projection period it is expected that there will be minor changes in the Tasmanian
workforce, the projection methodology does not attempt to capture the potential minor impacts
on payroll tax.
The student population is also not expected to change materially over the projection period.
Where there are impacts on education expenditure from declining student numbers, these are
likely to be offset by increased education expenditure through Government policies to improve
school retention and educational attainment.
Over the projection period these factors are not considered to be significant. As the projections
are based on historical trends, the data implicitly captures changes in revenues and expenditures
caused by demographic factors.

Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
A major change since the preparation of the 2019 Report has been the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. The pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a state, national and
international level.
In response to the pandemic, the Australian and Tasmanian Governments implemented a range
of measures to protect the health of the community and to mitigate the social and economic
impacts of the pandemic.
The costs of the social and economic support provided by the Tasmanian Government have
contributed to a deterioration in the Net Operating Balance, Fiscal Balance and Net Debt
compared to those reported in the 2019-20 Budget.
While the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been far reaching, Tasmania is in the early
stages of recovering from the pandemic. As noted, the RER and the PEFO indicate that there has
been a considerable improvement in revenue since the 2020-21 Budget and the deterioration in
key budget measures is not now expected to be as significant.
Notwithstanding the recent improvement in Tasmania’s economic conditions, the impact of the
COVID 19 pandemic presents a fiscal challenge for all jurisdictions and the pandemic continues
to create uncertainty in Tasmania’s economic and fiscal outlook.
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Summary of scenarios projected
Scenario 1: Historical Trends
The Historical Trends Scenario assumes a continuation of past revenue and expenditure growth
trends.
The historical trend projections have generally been determined based on 10-year historical
compound average annual growth rates. However, in some cases alternative time periods have
been adopted to remove non-representative or outlier years within a historical period.
Scenario 2: Forward Estimates
This scenario identifies the potential long-term financial impacts of the State Government’s current
policies, as expressed in the 2020-21 Budget, and assumes they are to be maintained over the
entire projection period.
The projections are generally based on the compound average annual growth rate over the four
years of the 2020-21 Budget and Forward Estimates.
As this is a relatively short period, a reliable or representative growth trend has been difficult to
determine for some expenditure components. Where this is the case, an indexation rate of
2.25 per cent per annum has been adopted. This indexation rate is consistent with indexation
applied in the 2020-21 Budget.
Scenario 3: High Expenditure
This scenario captures one of the major risks to fiscal sustainability, that is, high levels of
expenditure growth on an ongoing basis. This represents a significant threat to long-term fiscal
sustainability, with growth in expenditure rising well above the rate of growth in revenue, for an
extended period of time.
For this scenario, most expenditure and revenue categories are projected based on their historical
trend. However, some key expenditure categories have been projected at levels higher than their
historical trend, including health, education and capital expenditure.
Scenario 4: Low Revenue
This scenario assesses another key risk to the State’s long-term fiscal sustainability and shows the
impact on the State’s finances of sustained low revenue outcomes from key revenue sources.
The State Government’s finances are reliant on a limited number of revenue sources. Some of
these, such as conveyance duty, vary over time due to particular market conditions. Others are
largely beyond the State’s control, but are also subject to variability, such as the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) revenue and Payments for Specific Purposes from the
Australian Government.
Under this scenario, major revenue sources are projected to have lower outcomes compared
with historical trends. Other revenue categories are projected based on their historical trends.
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Projection results
Projections of the Net Operating Balance, Fiscal Balance and Net Debt are shown in the following
charts for each scenario.
CHART E.1: NET OPERATING BALANCE, 2009-10 TO 2034-35 2
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The increase in the Net Operating Balance and Fiscal Balance, in 2016-17, reflects the one-off Australian
Government payment of $730 million as a result of the transfer of the Mersey Community Hospital from the
Australian Government to the State.
2
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CHART E.2: FISCAL BALANCE, 2009-10 TO 2034-35 3
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CHART E.3: NET DEBT, 2009-10 TO 2034-35
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The increase in the Net Operating Balance and Fiscal Balance, in 2016-17, reflects the one-off Australian
Government payment of $730 million as a result of the transfer of the Mersey Community Hospital from the
Australian Government to the State.
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Table E.1 shows the outcomes for each fiscal sustainability measure at the end of the 15-year
projection period, compared with the actual outcome in 2019-20.
TABLE E.1: COMPARISON OF PROJECTION RESULTS 2019-20 TO 2034-35
SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 4

ACTUAL
OUTCOME

HISTORICAL
TRENDS

FORWARD
ESTIMATES

HIGH
EXPENDITURE

LOW
REVENUE

2019-20

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

NET
OPERATING
BALANCE
$ (million)

(338)

(1 539)

(532)

(3 180)

(2 579)

FISCAL
BALANCE
$ (million)

(427)

(1 839)

(958)

(3 742)

(2 879)

NET DEBT
$ (million)

(531)

20 380

15 958

29 786

25 556

A more detailed discussion of the results under each scenario is included in Chapter 3.
A comparison between the outcomes of the 2019 Report and this Report is provided in
Attachment 6.

Conclusions
For all scenarios analysed, the results show projected fiscal outcomes that are manageable in the
short to medium-term. However, the size of the corrective action required to maintain fiscal
sustainability increases over the projection period.
The high-level analysis of the impacts of the updated data in the RER and the PEFO indicate that
changed circumstances over the short-term are not the primary drivers of the outcomes over the
longer-term. Rather, the outcomes over the full projection period continue to be driven by
long-term expenditure and revenue growth trends.
Projected health expenditure is the single most significant driver of the projected future fiscal
challenges for the State. It is the largest expenditure category within the Budget and is projected
to grow at a significantly greater rate than projected revenue growth.
This outcome is consistent with the outcomes of the analysis undertaken in the 2016 and
2019 Reports and is also consistent with the significant health service funding pressures being
experienced by all Australian jurisdictions and internationally. There is a range of drivers behind
this growth in health expenditure, including continuing medical advances that provide
opportunities for improving health outcomes but often at a higher cost.
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The principles of sound fiscal management detailed in the Act provide an important framework
for the maintenance of fiscal sustainability and the development of appropriate measures to
maintain fiscal sustainability.
The analysis undertaken in this and previous Fiscal Sustainability Reports has established the
importance of the following:
•

early action to correct fiscal deterioration will mitigate the severity of the measures
required to effectively maintain fiscal sustainability;

•

given the composition of the State’s revenue base, it is not possible to rely entirely on
economic growth to maintain fiscal sustainability;

•

any action to maintain fiscal sustainability must recognise and address major drivers of a
deterioration in the Budget position; and

•

it is likely that effective action to maintain fiscal sustainability will require the successful
implementation of a range of measures.
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1 - INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Report purpose
The purpose of this Report is to present a longer-term perspective of potential pressures on the
sustainability of the State’s finances. The Report is based on the 2020-21 State Budget and three
years of Forward Estimates, and presents alternative scenarios over a longer-term projection
period (2024-25 to 2034-35).
This Report examines the magnitude of financial imbalances that may arise over the long-term,
under various scenarios, to help inform current and future fiscal management.

Legislative framework
Under section 14A of the Act, the Secretary of the Department of Treasury and Finance is
required to prepare a report on the long-term sustainability of the State’s finances, to be prepared
no later than five years after the date of the previous report. The Act requires the report to have
specific regard to:
•

the policies of the Government; and

•

the financial impact of anticipated changes to the demographics of Tasmania.

The content, scope and form of the report is to be determined by the Secretary of the
Department of Treasury and Finance.
In addition, under Part 4 of the Act, Tasmanian governments are required to implement a fiscal
strategy statement based on the principles of sound fiscal management. The principles of sound
fiscal management, under Part 3 of the Act, are to:
•

manage the State’s finances responsibly for the wellbeing of all Tasmanians;

•

provide for the future for the next generation of Tasmanians;

•

prepare for unexpected events by building a robust financial position;

•

improve services to Tasmanians by building a strong economy and efficiently allocating
public resources to gain the maximum community benefit;

•

formulate spending and taxation policies that ensure a reasonable degree of equity,
stability and predictability; and

•

ensure transparency and accountability in developing, implementing and reporting on fiscal
objectives.

Section 5 of the Financial Management Act 2016 also requires Tasmanian governments to have
regard to the above principles. Additionally, this section requires accountable authorities (being
heads of State Government agencies and other relevant State authorities) to, as far as is
practicable, undertake financial management in line with these principles.
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In April 2016, the Department of Treasury and Finance published the first Tasmanian Government
Fiscal Sustainability Report (2016 Report). Subsequently, the 2016 Report was tabled in both
Houses of Parliament. The 2016 Report used the Primary Balance as the main fiscal indicator. The
Primary Balance is a common indicator used by other jurisdictions in their long-term fiscal
reporting, but is not published in Tasmanian Government Budget Papers.
A “supplementary” Fiscal Sustainability Report was published in October 2019 which adopted
three measures of fiscal sustainability consistent with those published in budget papers and other
financial reports, namely:
•

Net Operating Balance;

•

Fiscal Balance; and

•

Net Debt.

The 2019 Report was prepared to clarify outcomes from the 2016 Report.
The 2021 Report has been prepared consistent with the requirements of section 14A of the Act
and is consistent with the 2019 Report.

Fiscal sustainability
Fiscal sustainability is the ability of a government to sustain its current spending, tax and other
policies through a changing economic environment without threatening government solvency or
defaulting on its liabilities or failing to meet committed expenditures.
Fiscal sustainability can be viewed over varying time periods, such as the short, medium and
long-term.
For example, fiscal sustainability risk may be low in the short and medium-term but high in the
long-term, reflecting a deteriorating fiscal position. Alternatively, it may be high in the short-term
but low in the long-term, reflecting an improving fiscal position.
It is important for governments to maintain fiscal sustainability so that they can continue to provide
the level of goods and services required by the community; invest in necessary infrastructure;
initiate new programs; and have the fiscal capacity to manage unforeseen events such as the
1997 Asian Financial Crisis, 2007-09 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), natural disasters, and more
recently, the COVID-19 pandemic.
It is reasonable to assume other shocks and downturns could occur during the 15-year projection
period of this Report. Furthermore, the occurrence of future shocks can happen at any time; are
unlikely to be evenly spaced; and could occur whilst the economy and Budget are still recovering
from an earlier shock.
The projections in this Report do not model another economic shock or downturn in the 15-year
projection period, as their nature and timing is unpredictable. The projections could, therefore,
be substantially different if another shock were to occur. As such, it is important that governments
have the capacity to be able to manage such events and not put at risk the State’s fiscal
sustainability.

Page 10
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Chart 1.1 shows the impact on the Net Operating Balance of the last three major economic
shocks. Unlike the COVID-19 pandemic, which had an immediate impact on the State’s financial
position, other financial crises have had a delayed impact.
CHART 1.1: IMPACT OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC SHOCKS ON NET OPERATING BALANCE

2020-21 Budget
and Forward
Estimates

All governments should strive to maintain long-term fiscal sustainability to avoid insolvency or
burdening future generations with excessive debt. Although government insolvency is rare,
occasionally national governments do default on their debt due to the inability to meet liability
payments. Nations such as Venezuela, Ukraine, Greece and Argentina have all gone through a
sovereign debt crisis within the past decade, thereby losing the trust of potential investors,
businesses and consumers which can potentially hinder future economic growth.
Relative to assessments at the national level, this Report recognises that many of the broader
social, economic and policy instruments of government that would otherwise impact upon
government fiscal sustainability are outside the scope of this assessment as they are the
responsibility of the Australian Government. Such instruments include monetary policy, trade
arrangements, a number of important taxes, aged care, social benefits, and defence, among others.
Relative to an assessment of fiscal sustainability at a national level, this Report is limited in matters
that are considered.
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Conversely, as an Australian State, Tasmania faces many policy demands and other constraints
that the Australian Government does not and, over time, these policy constraints can also be
markedly different to other Australian states and territories.
As a State-level assessment of fiscal sustainability, this Report adopts an approach that recognises
the specific circumstances, constraints and characteristics that are relevant to Tasmania’s fiscal
sustainability.

Challenges in maintaining fiscal sustainability in Tasmania
Reliance on Australian Government funding
A key feature of the State’s finances is the significant proportion of revenue it receives through
payments from the Australian Government, which is estimated to be 63.3 per cent in 2020-21.
Of this, GST revenue is estimated at 34.4 per cent of total State Government revenue in 2020-21.
CHART 1.2: SOURCES OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT REVENUE, 2020-21

By contrast, Tasmania’s own source taxation revenue, returns from government businesses and
other revenue, are forecast to account for 36.7 per cent of total State Government revenue in
2020-21. This exposes the State Government to fiscal pressures largely outside of its control. In
addition, the Australian Government often links the provision of funding for specific
programs/purposes to a requirement for State funding contributions, which further restricts the
State’s fiscal flexibility.
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Greater demand for, and higher cost of, providing services
Tasmanian population growth and migration movements generally reflect the economic cycles of
the State. Economic strength usually results in increased employment opportunities and
population movements to the State. Increasingly, over recent decades, long-term Tasmanian
population levels have been driven less by natural population increase and more by interstate and
overseas migration flows. These population movements have resulted in Tasmania having the
oldest and most rapidly ageing population of any state or territory in Australia and the most
dispersed population, with about half of the State’s population living outside the Hobart and South
East region. This can present challenges in funding the ongoing provision of government services,
particularly hospital and health care related services.
Compared with the national average, Tasmanians also have lower disposable incomes; are less
likely to be in the labour force; have lower levels of productivity; and are more likely to die from
preventable causes. In addition, compared with the national average, Tasmania has a higher rate
of youth unemployment; a higher rate of long-term unemployment; a higher proportion of people
with a disability; and a higher proportion of households receiving welfare benefits.
As well as the challenges of being an island state, the specific financial, intergovernmental,
demographic and socio-economic challenges outlined above are unique to Tasmania and have a
compounding effect on the State’s relative disadvantage, now and into the future. These
challenges have the potential to create longer-term fiscal pressures on the State through higher
demand for services and higher costs of service provision.
Governments across Australia have generally not allowed fiscal pressures to accumulate over an
extended period of time to the point where their finances are unsustainable. Instead, governments
have been proactive and taken corrective action to return finances to a fiscally sustainable level.
A key task for Tasmanian governments will be to identify and address any fiscal pressures at an
early stage without the loss of business and consumer confidence and with limited disruption to
government services.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, governments around the world took action to protect
public health and to address the economic and social challenges created by COVID-19 by
providing unprecedented levels of financial support to households and businesses. The
Australian Government and all state and territory governments introduced packages of measures
to support businesses and individuals that had been adversely impacted.
Nationally, the Reserve Bank of Australia took action to support the operation of financial markets
and reduce the official cash rate to a record low 0.1 per cent. The Australian Government
introduced two stimulus packages to provide one-off payments to pensioners, social security
recipients and other income support recipients; tax concessions, subsidies and grants for small
businesses and businesses heavily affected by the pandemic; introduced JobKeeper Payments and
provided a Coronavirus Supplement to existing JobSeeker Payments; and allowed individuals to
access their superannuation.
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The Tasmanian Government also provided a range of measures to mitigate the social and
economic impacts of the pandemic. This support has included increased funding to government
agencies to provide services to the community; the waiver of tax payments and government fees
and charges; grants to the business and broader community; interest free loans; support for the
operation of government entities; support for community organisations; and additional
infrastructure investment.
Combined with actions taken at the national level, the Tasmanian Government’s Social and
Economic support packages played an important role in supporting individuals, businesses and the
economy.
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the State’s finances, primarily in the form of higher
General Government expenditure to support businesses and the community, has been reflected
in a negative impact on the Net Operating Balance and Net Debt. The impact on Net Debt and
the importance of dealing with increased debt, over the medium to long-term, are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.
While the impact of COVID-19 and the public health measures put in place to contain its spread
have been severe, Tasmania’s economic recovery is underway. Indicators suggest that economic
activity will continue to grow through 2021.
Notwithstanding the recent improvement in Tasmania’s economic conditions, the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic presents a fiscal challenge for all jurisdictions and the pandemic continues
to create uncertainty in Tasmania’s economic and fiscal outlook.
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This Chapter describes how fiscal sustainability has been measured; why the scenarios presented
in this Report were selected; the methodology used to develop these projections; and
consideration of other risks that could not be modelled.

Measures of fiscal sustainability
The fiscal measures used in this Report are the same as those used for the 2019 Report and are
consistent with those used in the State Budget. The Report uses a range of measures to provide
a more detailed picture of different aspects of fiscal sustainability. These measures are detailed in
Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1: MEASURES OF FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURE

DEFINITION

USED FOR

NET OPERATING
BALANCE

The difference between General
Government Sector revenue and
expenditure, as defined by the Uniform
Presentation Framework. This measure
excludes net capital expenditure.

Assessing the operating
position resulting from the
provision of government
services.

FISCAL BALANCE

The difference between General
Government Sector revenue and
expenditure, after allowing for net capital
expenditure.

Determining whether a
sufficient surplus is being
generated by the operations of
government to fund its capital
expenditure.

NET DEBT 4

The difference between General
Government Sector borrowings and the
sum of its cash, deposits and interest
earning investments.

An indicator of the overall
strength of a government’s
financial position.

Calculation of Net Debt
For the purposes of this Report, a full balance sheet projected into the future has not been
produced. However, a Reconciliation of net cash flows from operating activities to Net Operating
Balance has been produced.

The calculation of Net Debt is based on ABS GFS Net Debt. This is normally derived from the balance sheet,
and represented by borrowings less the sum of cash and deposits and investments. This measure of Net Debt
excludes the impact of lease liabilities, resulting from changes under AASB 16 - Leases.
4
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The net cash flows from operating activities are further adjusted to reflect the net cash flows from
non-financial assets, net cash flows from financial assets and an adjustment to reflect timing
differences. The calculations produce the movement in Net Debt for each year projected in the
Report.
The projections also account for equity injections from the Government to Government Business
Enterprises and State-owned Companies. This is modelled in all scenarios and is based on historic
equity injections.
The resulting calculation reflects the movement in Net Debt for each year that is projected in the
Report.
The detailed assumptions underlying the calculation of Net Debt are outlined in Attachment 2.
The components and calculation methodology for the fiscal sustainability measures used in this
Report are outlined in Diagram 2.1.
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Projection methodology
Projection period
To assess long-term fiscal sustainability, this Report presents scenarios based on alternative
projections of revenue and expenditure over a 15-year period (2020-21 to 2034-35).
A 15-year projection period was chosen as:
•

there is some level of knowledge of events that are likely to occur over the next 15 years,
but reduced certainty beyond that timeframe;

•

projections over a longer-term would likely follow the same trends established for the
15-year projection and not add further value in relation to assessing fiscal sustainability;

•

it is consistent with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s
guidance on long-term reporting, where long-term is considered to be between 10 and
40 years; and

•

it is consistent with the projection period for past reports.

Projection approach
The approach adopted for this Report involves projecting revenue and expenditure categories
on the basis of historical trends or variations to those trends, or specific projections that take into
account current Government policy or other known future expenditure or revenue impacts.
These projections are adjusted for significant known increments or decrements in revenue and
expenditure. Where this has resulted in a step adjustment, projections from this point in time are
then made from the resulting higher or lower level.
The projection approach taken in this Report differs from the 2019 Report in that Budget and
Forward Estimates data are used for the first four years of the projections (2020-21 to 2023-24),
with the remaining years projected from the final year of the Forward Estimates (2024-25 to
2034-35). This approach was adopted due to the heightened levels of uncertainty experienced
in the short-term resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. In the 2019 Report all projections
commenced from the Budget year.
Where appropriate, this Report also takes into account current arrangements in relation to salary
and non-salary funding and limits the increase in the price of government services to the growth
in the Consumer Price Index.
Scope of projections
This Report assesses the long-term financial sustainability of the General Government Sector. This
is consistent with the presentation of key fiscal measures in the State Budget and reflects those
areas over which the State Government has direct policy control.
It was not considered practical to attempt to assess fiscal sustainability of the Total State Sector
as this would require detailed analysis and assessments of the projected financial position of each
government business. However, the Report does include projected returns from, and equity
transfers to, government businesses under each of the scenarios.
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There are a number of projects being considered or undertaken by government businesses that
have been excluded from the projections. While the scale of these projects may be significant,
the Total State Sector is likely to be impacted rather than the General Government Sector.
These exclusions include but are not limited to:
•

Marinus Link;

•

Battery of the Nation; and

•

replacement of the TT-Line vessels. 5

Data format and sources
Financial data have been sourced from the TAFR from 2009-10 to 2019-20 to assist in the
development of projections, with data over the Forward Estimates period sourced from the
2020-21 Tasmanian Budget. To maintain presentation consistency, the format of the projected
data is based on the format of the source data.
The data and modelling used in this Report have been validated against previous TAFR data and
audited outcomes to ensure that the calculations performed are correct and that data integrity
has been maintained.
The classification of revenue is based upon the revenue types included in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income in the TAFR and General Government Income Statement in the
State Budget Financial Statements. This provides a consistent approach for the recognition of
revenue components and aligns this Report with other key Government reports.
Expenditure items have been presented in accordance with the ABS COFOG-A. This is consistent
with reporting obligations under AASB 1049 - Whole of Government and General Government
Sector Financial Reporting. COFOG-A groups expenditure by the type of government function and
is used to measure the financial activities of governments.
The COFOG-A classification scheme was introduced from 1 July 2017 and replaced the
Government Purpose Classification (GPC) which was used in the 2016 Report. The new
conceptual framework includes a number of changes to the classification of functions. This has
resulted in a decrease in the number of categories by purpose, from 12 to 10.
A number of categories that existed independently under the GPC framework have been
reclassified and now form part of other categories within the COFOG-A classification framework.
To accurately project expenditure, historical TAFR data has been re-cast under the COFOG-A
classification framework based upon the ABS Catalogue Number 5514.0 - Australian System of
Government Finance Statistics: Concepts, Sources and Methods, 2015.

All future transactions relating to the TT-Line vessel replacement have been removed from the modelling. In
addition, the opening value of Net Debt has been adjusted to remove the balance held in the TT-Line Vessel
Replacement Fund.
5
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It is noted that the State Budget departs from the COFOG-A framework in presenting nominal
interest on superannuation as a separate expenditure category. This Report has adopted the same
approach to maintain consistency with the State Budget.
The base year for projections in this Report is the 2019-20 Actuals data presented in the
2019-20 TAFR. Data from the more recent RER, PEFO and updated GST forecasts in the
2021-22 Australian Government Budget have not been used, as these documents do not provide
sufficient detail. However, high level analysis has been undertaken of the impact on the projections
of more recent data included in the RER and PEFO, and is included in Attachment 1.
All historical values presented in this Report are in nominal terms. That is, they reflect the actual
value in the year that they are reported.
Accrual accounting
This Report includes revenue from transactions, expenses from transactions, the Net Operating
Balance and the Fiscal Balance. These measures are recorded and presented on an accrual basis
that is consistent with applicable accounting standards.
The TAFR and Budget Financial Statements are primarily presented on an accrual basis and include
a statement of cash flows. This Report includes a reconciliation between the Net Operating
Balance and net cash flows from operating activities to calculate the cash impact of activities that
relate to the General Government Sector.

Modelling approach and structure
The model used to develop the projections was developed by the Department of Treasury and
Finance and is consistent with the model used in the 2019 Report.
The model was designed to ensure that the treatment of model inputs, such as expenditure
growth rates, could be easily varied for each of the scenarios and the impacts on the outputs
traced through the model.
The model creates projections based on the rates of growth developed under each scenario. The
modelling approach applied to each input can be seen in Diagram 2.2.
Expenditure has been broken into transactions by their classification within the COFOG-A
framework, to allow particular sources of expenditure to be modelled in more detail.
A number of assumptions were adopted to underpin the design and operation of the model, in
order to derive the relevant projections for each scenario. The key model assumptions are
included in Attachment 3.
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Fiscal scenarios projected
Basis for selected scenarios
The four scenarios selected for this Report are:
1. Historical Trends;
2. Forward Estimates;
3. High Expenditure; and
4. Low Revenue.
The Historical Trends and Forward Estimates Scenarios reflect the historical trends in revenue
and expenditure, and the intended pattern of revenue and expenditure, over the 2020-21 Budget
and Forward Estimates period respectively.
The High Expenditure and Low Revenue Scenarios both reflect alternative projections that would
create additional pressures on the State’s fiscal position. These two scenarios are intended to
show how adverse outcomes in relation to revenue and expenditure impact on the State’s
financial position.
Expenditure that has been committed in relation to capital projects has also been taken into
account under all scenarios, including any significant changes in associated operating expenses.
This includes projects such as the:
•

Royal Hobart Hospital redevelopment;

•

Launceston General Hospital redevelopment;

•

Bridgewater Bridge; and

•

Northern Prison.

Adjustments have been made to some revenue categories in all scenarios, including GST revenue,
to take account of the impact of changes to the distribution of GST following the expiry of the
guarantee period from 2027-28.
The four scenarios are discussed further below and a more detailed description of the treatment
of the model inputs, under each scenario, is included in Attachment 4.
The scenarios are unchanged from the 2019 Report.
Scenario 1: Historical Trends
This scenario captures historical trends in expenditure and revenue.
This scenario examines past outcomes for each revenue and expenditure category to determine
longer-term growth trends. These longer-term trends have been applied to each revenue and
expenditure category to develop projections over the next 15 years.
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The historical trend projections have generally been determined based on the 10-year historical
compound average annual growth rate. However, different time periods have been adopted in
some cases, where appropriate, to remove non-representative years such as the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic and the Global Financial Crisis on historical data, or to better reflect
longer-term trends or cyclical movements.
Scenario 2: Forward Estimates
This scenario is designed to show the potential long-term financial impacts of the
State Government’s current policies, as detailed in the 2020-21 Budget and Forward Estimates,
and assumes that these policies are maintained over the entire projection period.
This scenario considers all revenue and expenditure items and their growth over the 2020-21
Budget and Forward Estimates, based on the compound average annual growth rate over that
four-year period. Because of the significant impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Budget,
which are not expected to continue over the long-term, adjustments have been made to the
projected growth rates where appropriate.
Further, as the Budget and Forward Estimates period is relatively short for determining a long-term
growth rate, an indexation rate of 2.25 per cent per annum has been used for some expenditure
components. This indexation rate is consistent with indexation in the 2020-21 Budget.
Scenario 3: High Expenditure
This scenario shows the impact on the State’s finances of ongoing increases in expenditure
categories, in the absence of any policy responses to contain this growth or raise additional
revenue.
This scenario has been designed to capture one of the major risks to fiscal sustainability, being
ongoing high levels of expenditure growth. This represents a risk to long-term fiscal sustainability
when growth in expenditure rises significantly above the rate of growth in revenue, for an
extended period of time.
For this scenario, most inputs, including revenue categories, are projected based on their historical
trend. However, some key expenditure categories have been projected at higher levels. These
expenditure categories were chosen on the basis of both their materiality and also on the
historical capacity for these categories to grow at higher rates.
The significant expenditure categories adjusted under this scenario include:
•

health, due to assumed increases in demand for services and increasing costs of service
provision;

•

education, with continuing investment above historical rates; and

•

capital expenditure remaining at elevated levels over the period.
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Scenario 4: Low Revenue
This scenario shows the impact on the State’s finances of ongoing low revenue growth from key
sources, in the absence of any policy responses to raise additional revenue or reduce expenditure.
It is designed to assess another of the key risks to the State’s long-term fiscal sustainability.
The State Government’s finances are reliant on a number of revenue sources. Some of these vary
over time due to particular market conditions, such as conveyance duty. Others are largely beyond
the State’s control, but are also subject to variability, such as GST revenue and Payments for
Specific Purposes from the Australian Government. GST variability represents a particular risk as
it is the largest single source of revenue for the State, estimated at 34.4 per cent of total General
Government Sector revenue in 2020-21.
Under this scenario, most revenue categories are projected based on their historical trend. The
significant revenue categories where lower rates of growth have been adopted include:
•

GST revenue - projected to grow at below the long-term trend;

•

Specific Purpose Payments - assumed to be impacted by future agreements with the
Australian Government resulting in lower projected revenue; and

•

Conveyance duty - assumed to increase at a lower rate of growth than the long-term
trend.
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The results of each scenario are presented below. All values are expressed in nominal terms and
reflect the actual value in the year being reported. The results include the projected Net
Operating Balance, Fiscal Balance and Net Debt for the period 2020-21 to 2034-35.
The scenarios present a range of possible outcomes that could occur. As previously noted, the
scenarios are projections, not forecasts, and no scenario is considered more or less likely to occur.
Furthermore, the scenarios are based on the assumption that no corrective policy action is taken
over the projection period.
Attachment 5 provides additional contextual information on the proportion of the individual
revenue and expenditure categories as a share of total revenue and expenditure, under each
scenario.
A comparison of the projection results for this Report and the 2019 Report are shown in
Attachment 6.
CHART 3.1: NET OPERATING BALANCE, 2009-10 TO 2034-35 6
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The increase in the Net Operating Balance, in 2016-17, reflects the one-off Australian Government payment of
$730 million relating to the transfer of the Mersey Community Hospital from the Australian Government to the
State.
6
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CHART 3.2: FISCAL BALANCE, 2009-10 TO 2034-35 7
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CHART 3.3: NET DEBT, 2009-10 TO 2034-35
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The increase in the Fiscal Balance, in 2016-17, reflects the one-off Australian Government payment of
$730 million relating to the transfer of the Mersey Community Hospital from the Australian Government to the
State.
7
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Scenario 1 - Historical Trends
Under this scenario, the Net Operating Balance is projected to deteriorate over the 15-year
period, with a deficit of $1.5 billion projected in 2034-35. This deficit primarily reflects that the
growth rate in expenditure, between 2023-24 and 2034-35, is projected to be 4.8 per cent per
annum compared with annual revenue growth of 3.5 per cent.
Over the projection period, annual expenditure is projected to increase to $12.3 billion in
2034-35. This projection includes:
•

growth in health expenditure from $2.2 billion in 2019-20 to $5.0 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in education expenditure from $1.7 billion in 2019-20 to $2.7 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in public order and safety expenditure from $0.7 billion in 2019-20 to $1.2 billion
in 2034-35;

•

growth in social protection expenditure from $0.6 billion in 2019-20 to $0.8 billion in
2034-35; and

•

growth in general public services expenditure (which includes debt servicing costs) from
$0.4 billion in 2019-20 to $1.3 billion in 2034-35.

The increase in health expenditure is based on its historical growth rate, with additional
expenditure associated with new bed openings at the Royal Hobart Hospital also included.
Health expenditure is projected to grow from 32.3 per cent, in 2019-20, to 40.6 per cent of total
expenditure, by the end of the projection period in 2034-35.
Under the Historical Trends Scenario, annual revenue is projected to increase to $10.8 billion in
2034-35. This projection includes:
•

growth in GST revenue from $2.4 billion in 2019-20 to $4.4 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in Specific Purpose Payments revenue from $1.0 billion in 2019-20 to $2.1 billion
in 2034-35; and

•

growth in State taxation revenue from $1.3 billion in 2019-20 to $2.0 billion in 2034-35.

GST revenue is projected to remain the largest source of revenue to the State and is projected
to grow from 37.4 per cent in 2019-20 to 40.8 per cent of total revenue in 2034-35. Both Specific
Purpose Payments and State taxation are projected to account for around 20 per cent of total
revenue in 2034-35.
A Fiscal Balance deficit of $1.8 billion has been projected for 2034-35.
The increase in the Fiscal Balance deficit reflects the deterioration in the Net Operating Balance
based on the expenditure growth rate exceeding the revenue growth rate. A further impact is
the growth in capital expenditure, with above average growth in infrastructure expenditure over
the Budget and Forward Estimates period to help stimulate the economy, in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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The infrastructure expenditure projection, from 2024-25, is based on infrastructure investment
returning to long-term trend following the historically high levels included in the 2020-21 Budget
and Forward Estimates.
This scenario also includes additional infrastructure commitments outside of the Forward
Estimates. This includes funding for the Northern Prison and the Royal Hobart Hospital.
Net Debt is projected to increase to $20.4 billion in 2034-35.

Scenario 2 - Forward Estimates
Under the Forward Estimates Scenario, the Net Operating Balance is projected to deteriorate
over the projection period, with a deficit of $0.5 billion projected in 2034-35. Similar to the
Historical Trends Scenario, the deficit under the Forward Estimates Scenario reflects higher
growth in expenditures than revenues over the projection period.
The annual growth rate in expenditure between 2023-24 and 2034-35 is projected to be
3.7 per cent, compared with revenue growth of 3.2 per cent per annum. The amount by which
expenditure growth exceeds revenue growth is the smallest for the Forward Estimates Scenario
of all of the scenarios projected.
Because this scenario is based on growth rates over the relatively short Budget and Forward
Estimates period, a series of adjustments were applied to the growth rates beyond the Forward
Estimates period to better reflect longer-term trends.
These adjustments include removing the effect of one-off funding associated with both the
COVID-19 pandemic and specific capital projects; indexation of 2.25 per cent per annum for
some components, consistent with indexation in the 2020-21 Budget; the addition of increments
and decrements in both the revenue and expenditure categories; and increasing debt servicing
costs associated with rising levels of Net Debt.
Because of these adjustments, along with changing circumstances beyond the Forward Estimates
period, the Net Operating Balance under the Forward Estimates Scenario shows a negative trend,
in contrast to the trend displayed in the 2020-21 Budget.
Over the projection period, annual expenditure is projected to increase to $11.0 billion in
2034-35. This projection includes:
•

growth in health expenditure from $2.2 billion in 2019-20 to $4.0 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in education expenditure from $1.7 billion in 2019-20 to $2.9 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in public order and safety expenditure from $0.7 billion in 2019-20 to $1.0 billion
in 2034-35;

•

growth in social protection expenditure from $0.6 billion in 2019-20 to $0.7 billion in
2034-35; and

•

growth in general public services expenditure (which includes debt servicing costs) from
$0.4 billion in 2019-20 to $1.0 billion in 2034-35.
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Although health expenditure under this scenario is less than that projected under the other three
scenarios, it is still projected to remain the largest expenditure item, accounting for 36.8 per cent
of total expenditure in 2034-35.
Under the Forward Estimates Scenario, annual revenue is projected to increase to $10.4 billion
in 2034-35. This projection includes:
•

growth in GST revenue from $2.4 billion in 2019-20 to $4.5 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in Specific Purpose Payments revenue from $1.0 billion in 2019-20 to $1.9 billion
in 2034-35; and

•

growth in State taxation revenue from $1.3 billion in 2019-20 to $1.9 billion in 2034-35.

GST revenue is projected to remain the largest source of revenue to the State and is projected
to represent 43.3 per cent of total revenue in 2034-35.
A Fiscal Balance deficit of $1.0 billion has been projected for 2034-35.
The lower Fiscal Balance deficit, compared with the Historical Trends Scenario, primarily reflects
the improvement in the Net Operating Balance based on a lower projected growth rate in
expenditure compared with the Historical Trends Scenario.
Net Debt is projected to increase to $16.0 billion in 2034-35.
Similar to the Historical Trends Scenario, the increase in Net Debt over the projection period
under this scenario reflects the deterioration of the Net Operating Balance based on a higher
growth rate in expenditure compared with revenue, which is further impacted by an increase in
the purchase of non-financial assets.

Scenario 3 - High Expenditure Growth
Under the High Expenditure Scenario, the Net Operating Balance deficit is projected to increase
to $3.2 billion in 2034-35. This deficit primarily reflects that the growth rate in expenditure
between 2023-24 and 2034-35 is projected to be 6.1 per cent per annum compared with annual
revenue growth rate of 3.6 per cent. This is the largest variation in the growth rates of expenditure
and revenue of all of the scenarios.
Over the projection period, annual expenditure is projected to increase to $14.0 billion. This
projection includes:
•

growth in health expenditure from $2.2 billion in 2019-20 to $5.9 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in education expenditure from $1.7 billion in 2019-20 to $3.1 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in public order and safety expenditure from $0.7 billion in 2019-20 to $1.2 billion
in 2034-35;

•

growth in social protection expenditure from $0.6 billion in 2019-20 to $0.8 billion in
2034-35; and

•

growth in general public services expenditure (which includes debt servicing costs) from
$0.4 billion in 2019-20 to $1.6 billion in 2034-35.
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Health and education expenditure are projected to remain the most significant expenditure items
and are projected to represent 41.8 per cent and 22.1 per cent respectively of the total
expenditure in 2034-35.
The increase in health expenditure, compared with the Historical Trends Scenario, reflects a
scenario in which additional demand-based funding is directed to health services over the
projection period. The projection for revenue within the High Expenditure Scenario is primarily
based on revenue projections for the Historical Trends Scenario and is projected to be
$10.9 billion in 2034-35.
A Fiscal Balance deficit of $3.7 billion is projected for 2034-35.
The increase in the Fiscal Balance deficit, compared with the Historical Trends Scenario, reflects
the deterioration in the Net Operating Balance which is driven by a higher growth rate in
expenditure and an increase in the net acquisition of non-financial assets, based on higher assumed
infrastructure expenditure compared with the Historical Trends Scenario.
Net Debt is projected to increase to $29.8 billion in 2034-35.
The increase in Net Debt reflects the deterioration in the Net Operating Balance, based on a
higher growth rate in expenditure compared with revenue, which is further impacted by an
increase in the purchase of non-financial assets.

Scenario 4 - Low Revenue Growth
The Net Operating Balance under the Low Revenue Scenario is projected to be a deficit of
$2.6 billion in 2034-35. The higher deficit, compared with the Historical Trends Scenario, primarily
reflects the growth rate in revenue between 2023-24 and 2034-35 of 2.7 per cent per annum
being lower than the Historical Trends Scenario annual growth in revenue of 3.5 per cent.
The expenditure projections under the Low Revenue Scenario are primarily based on the
Historical Trends Scenario and are projected to be $12.5 billion in 2034-35.
Under the Low Revenue Scenario, annual revenue is projected to increase to $9.9 billion in
2034-35. This scenario includes:
•

growth in GST revenue from $2.4 billion in 2019-20 to $4.1 billion in 2034-35;

•

growth in State taxation revenue from $1.3 billion in 2019-20 to $1.9 billion in 2034-35;
and

•

growth in Specific Purpose Payments from $1.0 billion in 2019-20 to $1.8 billion in
2034-35.

GST revenue is projected to represent 41.1 per cent of total revenue in 2034-35.
With expenditure very similar to the Historical Trends Scenario, the larger deficit in the
Net Operating Balance under the Low Revenue Scenario is driven by lower projected growth in
GST revenue and Specific Purpose Payments, both of which are projected to be around
$300 million less than the Historical Trends Scenario in 2034-35.
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The Fiscal Balance is projected to be a deficit of $2.9 billion in 2034-35. The increase in the
Fiscal Balance deficit reflects the deterioration of the Net Operating Balance, which is further
impacted by an increase in capital expenditure based on projected infrastructure investment. The
infrastructure expenditure under this scenario is based on the Historical Trends Scenario.
Under the Low Revenue Scenario, Net Debt is projected to increase to $25.6 billion in 2034-35.
The increase in Net Debt reflects the deterioration of the Net Operating Balance based on a
lower growth rate in revenue compared with the Historical Trends Scenario, which is further
impacted by an increase in the purchase of non-financial assets.
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Net Debt
This Chapter focusses on Net Debt as a measure of fiscal sustainability.
The 2020-21 Budget forecast an increase, from negative Net Debt of $531.1 million, as at
30 June 2020, to an estimated positive Net Debt of $1.4 billion, as at 30 June 2021. Net Debt
was forecast to grow to $4.0 billion by the end of the Forward Estimates (30 June 2024). While
there has been an improvement in the State’s fiscal position since the 2020-21 Budget, the
long-term trend of increasing debt remains unchanged.
The major contributors to the sharp rise in Net Debt over the Forward Estimates period have
been an increase in expenditure to address the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and an
increase in infrastructure investment.
As shown in Chapter 3, Net Debt is projected to continue to grow over the 15-year projection
period under all four scenarios. The impact on the Net Operating Balance from the increase in
borrowing costs associated with the increase in Net Debt over the projection period has been
moderated by historically low interest rates. Comparisons with the outcomes of the 2019 Report
are shown in Attachment 6.
It is important to recognise that the existence of Net Debt is not necessarily a cause for concern.
At times it is prudent for governments to go into debt, or increase levels of debt, to provide
important infrastructure that can enhance capital, improve productivity and stimulate the
economy. It is also appropriate to debt finance large government assets that provide services to
the community over the long-term and thus spread the burden of the cost of these assets over
generations.
Debt can also be used to support businesses and individuals during cyclical downturns or other
economic shocks. A manageable level of debt incurred for these purposes is appropriate as it
supports the economy in the long-run.
However, incurring debt to fund recurrent expenditure is not considered beneficial or sustainable
in the long-term. Servicing this type of debt can negatively impact the broader economy as it
diverts revenue to a non-productive use.
The increase in Net Debt over the Budget and Forward Estimates period is largely the result of
increased spending on infrastructure and expenditure associated with supporting the economy
post-pandemic.
Public sector superannuation liability
Although not a component of Net Debt, the unfunded public sector defined benefits
superannuation scheme is the largest liability of the General Government Sector. As at
30 June 2020, it was estimated to be $10.3 billion out of total liabilities of $13.2 billion.
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The scheme liability differs from many other financial liabilities, such as borrowings, which can be
called on for repayment in full at any point in time. Instead, under the scheme, member benefits
are paid on an emerging cost basis.
The scheme has been closed to new members since 1999 and the liability is expected to decline
to a negligible level over the next 50 years, and be fully extinguished in 70 years.
While forecast to be manageable, an ongoing risk is that the cost of the scheme will increase, with
annual cash payments anticipated to increase over the next 14 years.

Managing debt
Where high levels of Net Debt persist over the long-term, it can constrain fiscal flexibility due to
the associated higher debt servicing payments. This situation limits a government’s ability to fund
essential services. It also limits a government’s ability to respond to unforeseen events or to pursue
other policy objectives.
The results of the projections in this Report show that, if unchecked, the size of corrective action
required to bring Net Debt under control could be very large. For example, under the Historical
Trends Scenario, if Net Debt is not addressed, it could grow to $20.4 billion by 2034-35.
If measures taken to address the growth in debt are implemented in the short-term, the corrective
action required will be less than if action is delayed.
For instance, by 2024-25, revenue would need to be 4.5 per cent higher to achieve a zero Net
Operating Balance under the Historical Trends Scenario. While this would be challenging, the size
of the corrective action required is projected to increase significantly over time. If no earlier
corrective action is taken, by 2029-30, revenue would need to be 9.1 per cent higher to achieve
a zero Net Operating Balance under the Historical Trends Scenario.
The issue of intergenerational equity must also be considered in relation to managing debt. If debt
is allowed to grow significantly over time, it will become an unreasonable burden for future
generations. On the other hand, measures used to address the growth in debt should not unduly
burden the current generation.
The corrective action taken to address Net Debt also needs to be balanced against the risks to
the broader economy. If changes implemented to reduce debt, such as expenditure and taxation
measures, are introduced without sufficient time for the community to adjust, or are undertaken
during a period of economic weakness, it could lead to further economic and financial disruption.
This could place strain on businesses and the community.
However, if no corrective action is taken, higher levels of debt can increase borrowing costs and
divert revenue that could otherwise have been used to provide services to the community. The
demand for many of these services is expected to grow as the population ages.
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Charter of Budget Responsibility Act 2007
As noted in the Introduction and Background, the Act provides a framework to improve the fiscal
outcomes of the State. It sets out a number of principles that reflect responsible financial
management and supports the achievement of long-term Budget sustainability. These principles
establish a framework for transparent and accountable financial decision-making by governments.
The Act also provides the basis for the preparation of this Report on the sustainability of the
State’s finances.

Debt servicing and interest rates
In the absence of major shocks to the economy, the Government has considerable control over
its debt levels because of the decisions it makes regarding raising revenue and its recurrent and
capital expenditure programs.
Outside of the State Government’s control is the interest rate applicable to its debt, as this is
determined by national and international money markets.
Tasmania experienced a prolonged period of Net Debt commencing in the late 1980s, persisting
through the 1990s before returning to a position of net financial assets in 2005. This period of
Net Debt was exacerbated by economic downturns and high interest rates.
A key difference between debt levels experienced in the 1990s and now is that interest rates
have fallen to historically low rates.
Chart 4.1 shows that interest rates have fallen over the past 30 years, from a peak cash rate of
17.5 per cent in 1990, followed by a steady downward trend (albeit with some cyclical
fluctuations) to a historic cash rate low of 0.1 per cent.
CHART 4.1: RESERVE BANK OF AUSTRALIA CASH RATE
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While the level of debt has risen sharply, debt servicing costs remain manageable because of the
current low interest rate environment. The Reserve Bank of Australia expects interest rates to
remain low for the foreseeable future. 8
Under the Historical Trends Scenario, Tasmania’s Net Debt level is projected to be higher in
nominal terms than the levels experienced in the 1990s. However, the cost of servicing that debt
is projected to be lower, as demonstrated in Chart 4.2.
Despite the lower share of debt servicing costs, high levels of Net Debt increase the level of
exposure to future interest rate rises. Even small increases in interest rates can have a significant
impact when Net Debt is high.
CHART 4.2: NET DEBT AND DEBT SERVICING COSTS AS A SHARE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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Interest rate sensitivity analysis
As the projections take a longer-term view, there is considerable uncertainty as to what the level
of interest rates may be in 15 years’ time.
Under each scenario, it is assumed that there are some changes in interest rates over the
projection period, with average interest rates applied to borrowings ranging from 1.4 per cent in
the Budget and Forward Estimates period, to 3.5 per cent in 2034-35.
The following sensitivity analysis highlights the impact on debt servicing costs and the level of
Net Debt when the debt servicing interest rates for each year, between 2020-21 to 2034-35, are
increased by two percentage points while leaving all other modelling inputs unchanged.

The RBA has noted the current cash rate is expected to remain unchanged until 2024. Statement on Monetary
Policy – February 2021
8
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Chart 4.3 shows that the interest rate applied has a material impact on total debt servicing costs.
It is projected that, under the Historical Trends Scenario, a two percentage point increase in debt
servicing costs over the projection period would increase annual debt servicing costs by
approximately $612 million in 2034-35.
Under the High Expenditure Scenario (where Net Debt is projected to be higher relative to the
Historical Trends Scenario), it is projected that a two percentage point increase in debt servicing
costs over the projection period would increase annual debt servicing costs by approximately
$849 million in 2034-35.
CHART 4.3: DEBT SERVICING COST RATE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON DEBT SERVICING COSTS
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As can be seen from Chart 4.4, the level of Net Debt is also impacted by changes in debt servicing
costs. Assuming no corrective action is taken, higher debt servicing costs lead to increasing Net
Operating Balance deficits, which are absorbed as increases in Net Debt over time. It is projected
that a two percentage point increase in debt servicing costs over the projection period (relative
to the baseline interest rates applied) would increase Net Debt, under the Historical Trends
Scenario, by approximately $3.7 billion or 18 per cent in 2034-35.
Under the High Expenditure Scenario, it is projected that a two percentage point increase in debt
servicing costs over the projection period would increase Net Debt by approximately $4.6 billion
or 16 per cent in 2034-35.
The relatively small stock of Net Debt at the end of the Budget and Forward Estimates period
compared with the end of the projection period, as well as lower borrowing rates, means that
the projections are only moderately affected by changes in debt servicing costs in the short to
medium-term.
However, as can be seen in Chart 4.4, the impact of higher interest rates is greater at the end of
the projection period when Net Debt is higher.
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CHART 4.4: DEBT SERVICING COST RATE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON NET DEBT
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The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted many businesses and individuals and highlighted that the
State Budget can be severely impacted by a sudden and unexpected global shock.
Measures taken by the State Government to protect the community, while at the same time
minimising economic hardship, have resulted in an increase in the level of debt. However, this is
considered to be manageable in the short-term because the Budget was in a relatively strong
position with net cash prior to the pandemic; interest rates are at historic lows; and there are
growing signs the economy is recovering. Notwithstanding this position, the projections show that
this situation can become unsustainable over the long-term, if left unchecked.
Under each of the four scenarios modelled, the projections indicate that there will be growing
Net Operating Balance and Fiscal Balance deficits and increasing Net Debt.
It is noted that other scenarios could have been chosen and may have produced different results.
The four scenarios in this Report were chosen to provide consistency with the 2019 Report.
It should also be noted that it is not unusual for this type of analysis to produce outcomes that
are either increasingly sustainable or increasingly unsustainable. This is because they are based on
projections using long-term average growth rates and it is assumed that there is no policy
response from the Government.
With the exception of the Forward Estimates Scenario, the results across the scenarios are very
similar with the outcomes of the 2019 Report.
Since the release of the 2020-21 Budget, the updated estimates in the PEFO indicate that there
has been a material improvement in the State’s finances with higher estimated revenue and lower
estimated expenditure on non-financial assets. A high level analysis of this financial update indicates
that all three fiscal indicators improve over the projection period compared with the projections
based on the 2020-21 Budget.
The 2021-22 Australian Government Budget released on 11 May 2021 also included an increase
in GST revenue for Tasmania. The impact of the revised level of GST has not been included in
the analysis.
The projection results in this Report indicate that, if managed appropriately with sufficient fiscal
flexibility available, shocks or adjustments to the economy (such as has been experienced with
the COVID-19 pandemic) can have significant impacts in the short-term, but are not the primary
drivers of long-term outcomes. Rather, it is the underlying cost pressures that are the main
influences on outcomes over the longer-term.
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Increasing health expenditure
Projected health expenditure remains the single most significant driver of long-term fiscal
outcomes.
This outcome is consistent with the analysis undertaken in the 2016 and 2019 Reports and is also
consistent with the significant health service funding pressures that are being experienced by all
other Australian jurisdictions and internationally.
As shown in Chart 5.1, between 2009-10 and 2019-20, health expenditure, as a share of total
General Government Sector expenditure, has grown from 26.4 per cent to 32.3 per cent and is
projected to grow to 40.6 per cent by 2034-35 based on historical trends, or 41.8 per cent under
a High Expenditure Scenario.
The key drivers of the increase in health expenditure are:
•

continuing medical advancements offering better, but more expensive, care for complex
illnesses and the increasing availability of new procedures for previously untreated needs;

•

changing patient expectations in relation to the quality and scope of healthcare available;
and

•

socio-economic and demographic factors.

Technological innovation is expected to continue to provide opportunities for improved health
services and outcomes and, while in some cases it may lower costs, it is more likely to involve
higher costs and increasing demand for these services. The extent to which this cost driver is
managed in the future is critical to maintaining fiscal sustainability.
Tasmania’s relatively poor population health and ageing population further increases the demand
for higher cost health services. Research indicates an ageing population and people with a low
socio-economic status are more likely to develop chronic conditions with multiple morbidities
that are more costly to treat. 9

For example, The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Australia’s Health 2020: data insights and “Closing the
gap in a generation: health equity through action on the social determinants of health - Final report of the commission on
social determinants of health” World Health Organisation 2008.
9
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CHART 5.1: HEALTH EXPENDITURE AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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Maintaining fiscal sustainability
The principles of sound fiscal management detailed in the Act provide an important framework
for the maintenance of fiscal sustainability. The emphasis in these principles is on key issues such
as:
•

the importance of intergenerational equity;

•

building a robust budget position to cushion the State against unexpected negative events;

•

efficiently allocating public resources; and

•

the establishment of spending and taxation policies that are equitable, stable and
predictable;

and provides a strong basis for the development of appropriate actions to maintain or guide the
return to fiscal sustainability and also facilitate the assessment of the effectiveness of those actions.
The nature of these actions is a matter for the government of the day and it will always be
necessary to take into account the specific circumstances existing at that time.
While relying on economic growth to correct long-term fiscal imbalances may be appropriate for
the Australian Government (although its success relies on population growth, workforce
participation, productivity and prices), it is less likely to be effective in Tasmania. This is because
many of the State’s revenue streams are not as directly linked to economic outcomes as is the
case for the Australian Government.
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Given the potential challenge of maintaining fiscal sustainability, no single solution, such as
constraining health expenditure, is likely to be appropriate. Addressing future fiscal pressures is
likely to require the implementation of a range of policy measures.
Policy options, such as introducing expenditure or revenue measures, are also likely to have
greater success if implemented early and focus on the underlying causes of these fiscal pressures.
Delaying action until the task is much greater is likely to place an undue burden on the community
and businesses.
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Attachment 1: Short-term revenue and expenditure impacts
This Report is based on the 2020-21 State Budget and three years of Forward Estimates, with
projections over a longer-term period (2024-25 to 2034-35).
Since the release of the 2020-21 Budget in November 2020, updated estimates and forecasts
have been released in the RER and the PEFO.
It has not been possible to use this more recent data for the projections in this Report as it is not
presented in the COFOG-A format that is required to project the growth of specific expenditure
and revenue categories.
However, high level analysis has been undertaken into the impact on the projections of the recent
updates to revenue and expenditure. This analysis does not include the impact of the increase in
GST revenue as reflected in the 2021-22 Australian Government Budget released on
11 May 2021 or the impact of commitments made during the recent State election.
The following charts summarise the impact on the Net Operating Balance, Fiscal Balance and Net
Debt for all scenarios.
Under all measures of fiscal sustainability, the application of higher revenue estimates and lower
infrastructure expenditure over the Budget and Forward Estimates period, leads to slightly
improved outcomes.
This analysis shows that changed circumstances of this nature over the short-term do not have a
material impact on longer-term projections. Rather, the outcomes over the full projection period
continue to be driven by long-term expenditure and revenue growth trends.
It is important to note that these alternative projections are based on currently available
information contained in the PEFO and that future updates of revenue and expenditure forecasts
could lead to different alternative projections.
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CHART A1.1: NET OPERATING BALANCE, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES
SCENARIO
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CHART A1.2: NET OPERATING BALANCE, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE
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CHART A1.3: FISCAL BALANCE, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES SCENARIO
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CHART A1.4: FISCAL BALANCE, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE SCENARIO
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CHART A1.5: NET DEBT, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES SCENARIO
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CHART A1.6: NET DEBT, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE SCENARIO
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Attachment 2: Net Debt calculation assumptions
The calculation of Net Debt is based on the ABS GFS Net Debt 10 which excludes the impact of
lease liabilities under AASB 16 - Leases, effective from 2019-20. Changes in the level of Net Debt
under this measure reflect the projected movement in cash, which will impact the level of
borrowings required. All references to Net Debt within the Report reflect this measure outlined
above.
The Net Debt value is determined by the Net Operating Balance with an adjustment to remove
non-cash items to project future net cash flows from operating activities. This value is then
adjusted to reflect cash flows from non-financial assets, financial assets and non-cash adjustments
for timing differences to calculate either the net decrease or net increase in Net Debt. The
opening Net Debt value is adjusted by these movements, which then calculates closing Net Debt
on an annual basis.
RECONCILIATION OF NET OPERATING BALANCE TO NET DEBT
Net Operating Balance

A

Non-cash adjustments
Depreciation
Nominal superannuation interest expense
Decrease/(increase) in Receivables
Decrease/(increase) in Other financial assets
Decrease/(increase) in Inventory
Increase/(decrease) in Employee entitlements
Increase/(decrease) in Payables
Increase/(decrease) in Other liabilities
Adjustment for non-cash superannuation
Adjustment for other non-cash items
Total Non-cash adjustments (B + C + D + E + F + G + H + I + J + K)

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Net cash flows from operating activities (A - L)

M

Net cash flows from non-financial assets
Net cash flows from financial assets (policy/purposes)
Adjustment for timing differences
Net decrease/(increase) in Net Debt (M + N + O + P)

N
O
P
Q

Net Debt at beginning of year

R

Net Debt at end of year (R + Q)

S

10

All references to ABS GFS Net Debt refer to the measure: ABS GFS Net lending (+)/borrowing (-).
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Overview of Net Debt calculation
Net Debt is a measure used to assess the overall strength of the Government’s fiscal position.
Net Debt is generally calculated from the Balance Sheet and represents borrowings less the sum
of cash and deposits and investments. For the purposes of this report Net Debt is calculated using
the Net Operating Balance, as the preparation of a full Balance Sheet is not within the scope of
this Report.
To calculate Net Debt, a number of adjustments are required to be made to the Net Operating
Balance to determine net cash flows from operating activities. These include adjustments to the
following accrual entries:
•

depreciation;

•

nominal superannuation interest expense;

•

decrease/(increase) in receivables;

•

decrease/(increase) in other financial assets;

•

decrease/(increase) in inventory;

•

increase/(decrease) in employee entitlements;

•

increase/(decrease) in payables;

•

increase/(decrease) in other liabilities;

•

adjustment for non-cash superannuation; and

•

adjustment for other non-cash items.

The adjustments are based upon projections and historical data included in the TAFR and reflect
the movements as calculated in the 2020-21 Budget until the end of the Forward Estimates period
in 2023-24.
Further adjustments are then made to reflect net cash flows from both financial and non-financial
assets, with a further adjustment for timing differences to reflect other cash/accrual movements
to calculate closing Net Debt on an annual basis.
Depreciation
The average depreciation rate, as calculated in the 2020-21 Budget, has been used for the
projections until 2023-24. From 2024-25, the depreciation rate reflects the rate in the 2019-20
TAFR, which includes the addition of Right-of-use Assets in the 2019-20 financial year.
Nominal superannuation interest expense
The nominal superannuation interest expense is based upon projections provided by the State’s
Actuary.
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Decrease/(increase) in receivables
The movement in receivables is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account for the
variability between financial years. Over the longer-term, the average movement removes the
variability. This value is consistent across all scenarios.
Decrease/(increase) in other financial assets
The movement in other financial assets is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account for
the variability within movements between financial years. This value is consistent across all
scenarios.
Decrease/(increase) in inventory
The movement in inventory is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account for the variability
within movements between financial years. This value is consistent across all scenarios.
Increase/(decrease) in employee entitlements
The movement in employee entitlements is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account
for the variability within movements between financial years. This value is consistent across all
scenarios.
Increase/(decrease) in payables
The movement in payables is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account for the variability
within movements between financial years. This value is consistent across all scenarios.
Increase/(decrease) in other liabilities
The movement in other liabilities is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account for the
variability within movements between financial years. This value is consistent across all scenarios.
Adjustment for non-cash superannuation
The adjustment for non-cash superannuation over the Budget and Forward Estimates period is
calculated as the difference between superannuation expenditure within the General
Government Income Statement and General Government Cash Flow Statement. The adjustment
for non-cash superannuation after the Budget and Forward Estimates period is calculated as the
difference between the defined benefit service cost and the defined benefits employer
contributions, based on data supplied by the State’s Actuary. This value is then adjusted to reflect
the 10-year TAFR variance for other non-cash superannuation expenditure.
Adjustment for other non-cash items
The adjustment for other non-cash items is based upon the 10-year TAFR average to account
for the variability within movements between financial years. This balancing line accounts for cash
and accrual variances within revenue and expenditure lines. This value is consistent across all
scenarios.
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Net cash flows from non-financial assets
The calculation of net cash flows from non-financial assets is based upon the reconciliation
between purchases of non-financial assets and infrastructure investment between 2010-11 and
2019-20.
Based upon a review of historical budget data, 68.5 per cent of infrastructure expenditure relates
to the purchase of non-financial assets and 31.4 per cent relates to operational expenditure that
is capitalised (10-year average). Furthermore, historically the purchases of non-financial assets
excluded from infrastructure investment represent 21.9 per cent of infrastructure expenditure.
The total net cash flows from non-financial assets is the sum of 68.5 per cent of the projected
infrastructure expenditure under each of the scenarios, with a further 21.9 per cent to reflect the
purchase of non-financial assets excluded from infrastructure investment. This estimate is offset
by projected sales of non-financial assets which are based upon the 10-year TAFR average.
Net cash flows from financial assets
The net cash flows from financial assets reflects equity contributions provided to government
businesses which reflect National Partnership funding agreements between the Tasmanian and
the Australian governments.
Adjustment for timing differences
The adjustment for timing differences reflects other cash/accrual variances between the
movement from net cash flows from operating activities and Net Debt. The adjustment is based
upon the 10-year TAFR average. This value is consistent across all scenarios.
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Attachment 3: Key model assumptions
Contingent Liabilities
Contingent liabilities have been omitted as they are not possible to accurately predict over the
duration of the projection period.
Depreciation
In all scenarios, depreciation has been based upon the projected balance of non-financial assets.
Mersey Community Hospital Fund Dividend
The Mersey Community Hospital Fund dividend is assumed to provide returns to the Public
Account up until the end of the Agreement in 2026-27.
Mersey Community Hospital
It is assumed that the Australian Government will fund eligible activity at the Mersey Community
Hospital, from 2027-28, under the National Health Reform Agreement.
National and State Government policies
It is assumed that there are no significant changes in both National and State Government policies
over the life of the projection period.
National Partnerships
It is assumed that all National Partnership payments are received and expended in the same year.
Payments for Specific Purposes
It is assumed that the current Payments for Specific Purposes arrangements will continue over
the projection period and no new Payments for Specific Purposes will be added.
Population growth
It is assumed that Tasmania’s population growth will follow historical trends over the projection
period.
Impact of COVID-19
It is assumed that the impacts of COVID-19 are primarily captured in the 2020-21 Budget and
Forward Estimates.
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Attachment 4: Fiscal projection methodologies across scenarios
General Government Sector revenue and expenditure has been projected for each component.
In most cases, each revenue and expenditure component is projected based on different
assumptions in each scenario.
Table A4.1 provides an overview of the projection methodologies adopted for each revenue
component and their treatment under the four scenarios. Table A4.2 provides an overview of
each expenditure component. Table A4.3 provides an overview of the treatment of Fiscal Balance
adjustments under each scenario.
TABLE A4.1: PROJECTION METHODOLOGIES - REVENUE BY TRANSACTION TYPE ACROSS SCENARIOS
SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

OTHER GRANTS

The annual growth
rate is based on
increases in the
Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The annual growth
rate is based on
increases in the
Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The annual growth
rate is based on
increases in the
Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The annual growth
rate is based on
increases in the
Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

GST REVENUE

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
A step change is
modelled in 2027-28,
to coincide with the
end of the GST
guarantee period.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and the
Forward Estimates
period, with an
allowance made for
the impacts of
COVID-19 on GST
receipts.
A step change is
modelled in 2027-28,
to coincide with the
end of the GST
guarantee period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
A step change is
modelled in 2027-28,
to coincide with the
end of the GST
guarantee period.

The rate of annual
growth is projected
based on a period
where receipts
experienced, on
average, relatively
low annual growth.
A step change is
modelled in 2027-28,
to coincide with the
end of the GST
guarantee period.

COMPONENT
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SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW REVENUE

SPECIFIC PURPOSE
PAYMENTS (SPP)

The projection
methodology
assumes that there
are no major
changes in current
SPP agreements.
Additional health
funding has been
included in the
out-years to align
with funding
expectations related
to changes
associated with the
conclusion of the
Mersey Community
Hospital Fund.

The projection
methodology
assumes that there
are no major
changes in SPP
arrangements, with
the main SPP relating
to Health based on
average growth rates
over the Forward
Estimates period.
Additional Health
funding has been
included in the
out-years to align
with funding
expectations related
to changes
associated with the
conclusion of the
Mersey Community
Hospital Fund.

The projection
methodology
assumes that there
are no major
changes in current
SPP agreements.
Additional health
funding has been
included in the
out-years to align
with funding
expectations related
to changes
associated with the
conclusion of the
Mersey Community
Hospital Fund.

The projection
methodology
assumes that the
main SPPs relating to
Health and
Education are funded
at the minimum
levels allowed under
the respective
agreements.
All other SPPs are
based on long-term
trend growth rates.

NATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS
(NP)

NP payments from
the Australian
Government are
projected in three
components: major
capital projects;
roads; and all other
payments.
Major capital project
payments and roads
funding have been
projected based on
known and expected
capital expenditures,
and expectations
regarding the timing
of those
expenditures. Other
NP payments have
been projected
based on long-term
trend growth rates.

NP payments from
the Australian
Government are
projected in three
components: major
capital projects;
roads; and all other
payments.
Major capital project
payments and roads
funding have been
projected based on
known and expected
capital expenditures,
and expectations
regarding the timing
of those
expenditures. Other
NP payments have
been projected
based on growth
rates over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

NP payments from
the Australian
Government are
projected in three
components: major
capital projects;
roads; and all other
payments.
Major capital project
payments and roads
funding have been
projected based on
known and expected
capital expenditures,
and expectations
regarding the timing
of those
expenditures. Other
NP payments have
been projected
based on long-term
trend growth rates.

NP payments from
the Australian
Government are
projected in three
components: major
capital projects;
roads; and all other
payments.
Major capital project
payments and roads
funding have been
projected based on
known and expected
capital expenditures,
and expectations
regarding the timing
of those
expenditures. Other
NP payments have
been projected
based on growth
rates over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

COMPONENT
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COMPONENT

SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW REVENUE

PAYROLL TAX

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Forward Estimates
period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Forward Estimates
period.

CONVEYANCE
DUTY

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate reflects a
scenario where
conveyance duty
receipts moderate
over the projection
period.

OTHER TAXATION The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

DIVIDEND, TAX
AND RATE
EQUIVALENT
INCOME

The projection
methodology is
based on long-term
trends.

The projection
maintains service
cost increases in line
with inflation.

The projection
methodology is
based on long-term
trends.

The projection
methodology
maintains service
cost increases in line
with inflation.

FINES AND
The annual growth
REGULATORY FEES rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

OTHER REVENUE

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

SALES OF GOODS
AND SERVICES

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Forward Estimates
period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The projection
method assumes
some increases in
interest rates across
the projection
period, applied to a
standard level of cash
held.

The projection
method assumes
some increases in
interest rates across
the projection
period, applied to a
standard level of cash
held.

The projection
method assumes
some increases in
interest rates across
the projection
period, applied to a
standard level of cash
held.

INTEREST INCOME The projection
method assumes
some increases in
interest rates across
the projection
period, applied to a
standard level of cash
held.
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TABLE A4.2: PROJECTION METHODOLOGIES - EXPENDITURE BY PURPOSE ACROSS SCENARIOS
SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW REVENUE

GENERAL PUBLIC
SERVICES

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

PUBLIC ORDER
AND SAFETY

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
Additional
expenditure is
included in out-years
associated with
operating the
Northern Prison.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.
Additional
expenditure is
included in out-years
associated with
operating the
Northern Prison.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
Additional
expenditure is
included in out-years
associated with
operating the
Northern Prison.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
Additional
expenditure is
included in out-years
associated with
operating the
Northern Prison.

ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on
more recent trends
in growth in
Economic Affairs
expenditure.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
A provision has been
included to reflect
additional costs
associated with
natural disasters.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.
A provision has been
included to reflect
additional costs
associated with
natural disasters.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
A provision has been
included to reflect
additional costs
associated with
natural disasters.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
A provision has been
included to reflect
additional costs
associated with
natural disasters.

HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY
AMENITIES

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

HEALTH

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
Additional
expenditure has
been included,
associated with the
redevelopment of
the Royal Hobart
Hospital.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.
Additional
expenditure has
been included,
associated with the
redevelopment of
the Royal Hobart
Hospital.

The annual growth
rate is based on
more recent trends
in growth in Health
expenditure.
Additional
expenditure has
been included,
associated with the
redevelopment of
the Royal Hobart
Hospital.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.
Additional
expenditure has
been included,
associated with the
redevelopment of
the Royal Hobart
Hospital.
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SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW REVENUE

RECREATION,
CULTURE AND
RELIGION

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on
more recent trends
in growth in this
expenditure item.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

EDUCATION

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
indexation rate
required under the
national agreement,
Quality Schools,
Quality Outcomes.

The annual growth
rate is based on
growth over the
Budget and Forward
Estimates period.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

SOCIAL
PROTECTION

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

TRANSPORT

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is consistent
with indexation in
the 2020-21 Budget.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The annual growth
rate is based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

Based on projections
provided by the
State Actuary for the
2020-21 Budget.

Based on projections
provided by the
State Actuary for the
2020-21 Budget.

Based on projections
provided by the
State Actuary for the
2020-21 Budget.

COMPONENT

NOMINAL
Based on projections
INTEREST ON
provided by the
SUPERANNUATION State Actuary for the
2020-21 Budget.
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TABLE A4.3: PROJECTION METHODOLOGIES - FISCAL BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS ACROSS SCENARIOS
SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW REVENUE

PURCHASE OF
NON-FINANCIAL
ASSETS

The projection is
based on budgeted
infrastructure
commitments.
Beyond the Forward
Estimates period, the
annual growth rate is
based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

The projection is
based on budgeted
infrastructure
commitments.
Beyond the Forward
Estimates period, the
annual growth rate is
based on growth
during the Budget
and Forward
Estimates period.

The projection is
based on budgeted
infrastructure
commitments. The
growth rate is based
on more recent
trends in the
Purchase of
Non-financial Assets.

The projection is
based upon
budgeted
infrastructure
commitments.
Beyond the Forward
Estimates period, the
annual growth rate is
based on the
long-term trend
growth rate.

LESS SALES OF
NON-FINANCIAL
ASSETS

The projection is
based on long-term
average sales. The
annual growth rate is
based on growth in
the Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The projection is
based on long-term
average sales. The
annual growth rate is
based on growth in
the Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The projection is
based on long-term
average sales. The
annual growth rate is
based on growth in
the Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

The projection is
based on long-term
average sales. The
annual growth rate is
based on growth in
the Consumer Price
Index over the
projection period.

LESS
DEPRECIATION

The projection is
based on the balance
of non-financial
assets under this
scenario, and the
depreciation rate.

The projection is
based on the balance
of non-financial
assets under this
scenario, and the
depreciation rate.

The projection is
based on the balance
of non-financial
assets under this
scenario, and the
depreciation rate.

The projection is
based on the balance
of non-financial
assets under this
scenario, and the
depreciation rate.
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Attachment 5: Revenue and expenditure across scenarios
The following table shows each revenue component as a proportion of total revenue from
transactions for each scenario.
TABLE A5.1: COMPONENTS OF REVENUE BY SCENARIO, 2019-20 AND 2034-35
% OF TOTAL REVENUE
ACTUAL
OUTCOME

SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW
REVENUE

2019-20

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

GST REVENUE

37.4%

40.8%

43.3%

40.4%

41.1%

SPECIFIC
PURPOSE
PAYMENTS

16.3%

19.3%

18.4%

19.1%

17.9%

NATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS

5.9%

5.2%

6.0%

6.1%

5.7%

OTHER
GRANTS

1.2%

0.5%

0.5%

0.4%

0.5%

PAYROLL TAX

5.3%

5.4%

5.3%

5.4%

5.6%

CONVEYANCE
DUTY

4.9%

4.2%

3.5%

4.2%

3.6%

OTHER
TAXATION

9.6%

9.3%

9.0%

9.2%

10.1%

DIVIDEND, TAX
AND RATE
EQUIVALENT
INCOME

8.5%

4.1%

3.1%

4.0%

3.3%

FINES AND
REGULATORY
FEES

1.4%

1.5%

1.4%

1.5%

1.6%

OTHER
REVENUE

3.4%

2.7%

2.8%

2.6%

2.9%

SALES OF
GOODS AND
SERVICES

6.0%

6.8%

6.4%

6.7%

7.3%

INTEREST
INCOME

0.2%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.4%

REVENUE BY
TRANSACTION
TYPE
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The table below shows each expenditure component as a proportion of total expenditure for
each scenario.
TABLE A5.2 : COMPONENTS OF EXPENDITURE BY SCENARIO, 2019-20 AND 2034-35
% OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
ACTUAL
OUTCOME

SCENARIO 1
HISTORICAL
TRENDS

SCENARIO 2
FORWARD
ESTIMATES

SCENARIO 3
HIGH
EXPENDITURE

SCENARIO 4
LOW
REVENUE

2019-20

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

2034-35

5.5%

10.2%

9.3%

11.3%

11.5%

PUBLIC ORDER
AND SAFETY

10.0%

9.4%

8.8%

8.2%

9.3%

ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

4.1%

2.0%

2.6%

2.2%

1.9%

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

2.2%

1.7%

1.6%

1.5%

1.7%

HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY
AMENITIES

3.6%

2.4%

2.5%

2.1%

2.4%

HEALTH

32.3%

40.6%

36.8%

41.8%

40.0%

RECREATION,
CULTURE AND
RELIGION

2.3%

1.4%

1.6%

1.7%

1.4%

EDUCATION

24.9%

21.9%

26.0%

22.1%

21.6%

SOCIAL
PROTECTION

8.2%

6.6%

6.1%

5.8%

6.5%

TRANSPORT

4.3%

3.3%

4.0%

2.8%

3.2%

NOMINAL
SUPERANNUATION
INTEREST EXPENSE

2.7%

0.6%

0.7%

0.5%

0.6%

EXPENDITURE BY
PURPOSE

GENERAL PUBLIC
SERVICES*

*Debt servicing costs are allocated to General Public Services. The increase in this expenditure classification
under the High Expenditure and Low Revenue Scenarios reflects the higher levels of Net Debt projected for
these scenarios.
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Attachment 6: Comparison of 2019 and 2021 report projection outcomes
CHART A6.1: NET OPERATING BALANCE, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES
SCENARIO
2 000
1 000

2019 Forward
Estimates

Actuals

$ (million)

0
Forward
Estimates

(1 000)
Budget and
Forward Estimates

(2 000)

2019 Historical
Trends

Historical
Trends

(3 000)
(4 000)
(5 000)
2009-10

2014-15

2019-20

2024-25

2029-30

2034-35

CHART A6.2: NET OPERATING BALANCE, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE
SCENARIO
2 000
1 000

Actuals

$ (million)

0
(1 000)
Budget and
Forward Estimates

(2 000)
(3 000)

2019 Low
Revenue

(4 000)
(5 000)
2009-10

Low
Revenue
High
Expenditure
2019 High
Expenditure

2014-15

2019-20

2024-25
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CHART A6.3: FISCAL BALANCE, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES SCENARIO
1 000
Actuals
0

2019 Forward
Estimates
Forward
Estimates
Historical
Trends
2019 Historical
Trends
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(1 000)
(2 000)

Budget and
Forward Estimates
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(4 000)
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2029-30

2034-35

CHART A6.4: FISCAL BALANCE, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE SCENARIO
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0
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CHART A6.5: NET DEBT, HISTORICAL TRENDS SCENARIO AND FORWARD ESTIMATES SCENARIO
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CHART A6.6: NET DEBT, HIGH EXPENDITURE SCENARIO AND LOW REVENUE SCENARIO
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